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Free Essay: Loss of Innocence in Lord of the Flies Within the novel innocence is progressively lost through the boys.
The boys were placed in a.

A little group of the boys started to disregard their duties showing they care less about being rescued. The
boys went from having innocent child minds to taking lives of other people, acting savage, and losing all
civilization due to problems on the island. Ralph and Jack allegorically represent opposing political forces:
Jack as the dictator or fascist and Ralph as the prototype of a democratic leader. They begin to lose their
innocence from the beginning of the novel. The loss of artlessness is apparent in most characters of The Lord
of The Flies. However, like me, some are convinced that biological factors are the main reasons children
commit violent acts. After Paul had given his mother five thousand pounds for her birthday the echoes in the
house grew. The shock causes him to reflect on what has happened. Everyone is born with both good and bad
within them. Chapter 2: There are many apparent subjects in the book the Godhead of the flies by William
Golding. When it was unveiled Pope Julius II fell to his knees in prayer at the sight of this 'divine work of
perfection. The Psychoanalysis is considered to be a form of therapy, based on the fact that individuals are not
aware of the factors that cause their behavior and emotion. With no adults many of the boys do not know what
to do. Jack begins the novel as a somewhat arrogant choirboy, who cries when he is not elected leader of the
island. Society helped to conceal his malevolent nature, but the lack of discipline on the island allows his
callous ways to surface. Even now there are differing sentiments about the novel. Lord of the Flies, written in
by William Golding, is a symbolic microcosm of the world Golding knew and participated in. Through a
series of stages, such as leading the choir, leading the hunting tribe, wearing the mask, killing Simon,
separating from the group and intentionally killing Piggy, Jack degenerates from a normal, arrogant school
boy into a savage beast The boys seem to have formed a little society in which they are organized and respect
each other. Golding enforces the theory that â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Their innocence has been lost and, along
the way, their hope. Loss of civilization is simply the transition from civilization to savagery; order to chaos.
He wants to be chief, so he gathers a group of boys and forms his own tribe. At this point, Paul realized he
would forever be in debt to his mother and her nonexistent love for him. Ralph, Jack, Piggy, Simon, and the
other male childs are based on the faces and voices of kids Golding knew. The autor, William Golding, as a
adult male that hated war is seeking to demo with this that civilisation can non cancel the evil nature of the
human being that it is shown in the worst minutes of the life of the adult male and that this civilisation can
merely conceal and command this evil side that all adult male have. Two important central themes of the
novel includes loss of civilization and innocense which tie into the concept of innate human evil. They have
never had such power to control people. What happens is that both Jack and Ralph resume authority which
divides up the group of boys. Jack is gradually transformed into a vicious killer who has no respect for human
life. A question frequently asked but hard to answer or prove. First, Ralph was chosen as a leader and was
advised by Piggy, the most intelligent one, who had a weight problem, he needed glasses to see clearly and
had asthma. Ralph can be seen as a fair head boy, tall, well built and the major character of the novel Ralph
and Piggy are realizing that they are no longer the same innocent school boys they were upon their arrival. It is
dark and entangled in vines, which remind the small boys of snakes, and instill fear William Golding makes
his beliefs, in humanities inability to avoid self-destruction, evident countless times throughout his novel.
When the boys make their first kill, a primal instinct awakens in Jack who now wants to take power and be the
leader. Ironically, the boys were escaping a nuclear war and being flown to freedom He was easily
manipulated into believing that having money was the only way to be happy


